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About This Game

Lift an evil curse that has been cast on the kingdom by a witch looking for revenge in Love Chronicles: The Sword and the
Rose! Scattering the petals of an island kingdom’s magical rose throughout the land, the witch has plunged the kingdom into
turmoil and it’s up to you to save the day. Gather the petals, defeat a terrifying beast, and confront the witch in this exciting

Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Integrated Strategy Guide

Wonderful Wallpapers
Concept Art
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This game is actually awesome, I had fun. The price is very fair. The only issue I encountered is I got a bit dizzy when It began
moving really fast ( but that's just my personal experience, I don't experioence locomotion in the bestway. After a while I got
used to it.) This game doesn't have too much too offer but what it does it does it well. Few more graphic options and extra levels
would make this game beyond awesome.. Really fun, simple "HD Remake" of Battle City. Delivers what it promised. You can
do worse or $5!. now I understand why politics is not for everyone, I am so tired of Putin riding a bear all the time. This
locomotive model, textures, everything about it is nothing but appealing to me in every shape and form. The coaching stock that
comes with it is of a great fit with the locomotive itself, so are the Collett coaches. It's amazing to run these beauties along the
network as its the only form of British high-speed network I have currently. I look forward to purchasing more add-ons like this
very one. Congratulations to all who contributed to this locomotive's release onto the steam store.. Very solid game at this price!
There a few things here and there to improve but still very enjoyable experience. Give it a try, glad that I did.. This game suffers
from far too many faults.

The description given in the infographic under "About this game" is generous to a fault.

Here's a list of places the game falls short:

The music is corny, the sound effects are horrible

The controls are often confusing, leading you to constantly hit F1 to review them, which shows a help page which is also
confusing.

The flow of the game is poorly described. It took me a bit to figure out that the probe you are gathering with at the start isn't the
ship you will eventually design and iterate on.

The faction system makes no sense. The universe seems way too large to bother exploring and each system seems to be owned
by a faction. You gain and lose faction points extremely fast with different factions for doing different things. There seems to
be no benefit to the different factions? I'm not really sure what the whole point of the system was, it was poorly balanced and
seemed irrelevant in the end.

The 'storyline' was just a very short series of quests where I basically just ran around shooting things. Never felt threatened by
the enemy, there was no sense of progression here, and nothing interesting.

Combat is too easy, just circle strafe, throw drones at them and they'll never hit you. Once you get enough drones you can kill
anything pretty much instantly. Even before you get drones just circle strafe and shoot. Hell, if you don't want to circle strafe,
just strap ~10 extra power and shield modules to your ship and you will be unkillable in that way.

Ship design is also poorly balanced and poorly explained. There's a life support\/power system that I think was supposed to
constrain big ship design, but really doesn't serve a purpose because you just throw on enough parts that everything is green and
you're good to go. Many of the parts have parameters that are not explained, and the numbers seem to make no sense. Often
there's one 'best part' which outshines other parts in every category, so you just strap a ton of those on your ship. Would have
been better if you had to balance things out instead of just throwing a bunch of parts together.

I really wanted to like this game, but the design is terrible on almost every level.. Mystery Loss is a "match 3" game; obviously a
phone game ported to PC.

Now, main issue, for me, is the continuous requests to "buy" something. I just can't stand it anymore. basically, the player can
"buy" bonuses ingame with money earned while playing.
While it's not real money, it still feels wrong to me, as far as I am concerned. This is basically a chance game where
origanization and skills have little impact. "Buying" stuff will lead the player to have extra bonuses ingame.

Anyway, it's still an OK game, considering the price.
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I've played this for a little more than 2 hours without problem on Win 7 64 bit.. Where is Antman?
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As a form a comentary, its as spot on as it gets, however it lacks a repalyablity that would make it more entertaing. still a good
pickup. It's a very short game, does present some challenges to the player, although I feel liek this could just be a normal flash
game on armor games, meh whatever it was decent and I enjoyed it although the story could definietly be more fleshed out..
MODO indie offers most of the tools it's big brother does. The only setbacks are that you can not share your work between your
team directly and the polygon limit you can export per model has to be less than 100,000. However, if used for games(specially
indies) it is probably the best option because you model fast and the rent is low.. A much better experience than the first. It's
around double the play time--the puzzles are moderate like the first but the story is better and fleshes out John's loooong history.
The ending is something Tarantino would be proud of.. All these negative reviews for a game that costs less then a meal at
McDonalds. The game is exactly what one would expect from such a low cost game. It is not one of these cash-grab type of
strategy\/sim game. In fact with some added and needed tool tips, expanded purchasing options, and a bit more flexibility it
could be a really great simulation game.

The strategy involved is engaging, but you will have to play at least two times to grasp the concepts. Essentially, you are trying to
figure out where to make the most money. When you have a market segment to yourself and no competition, you will do well.
However, as the game progresses you begin competing with other companies for passengers along routes other carriers have.
You will have to be smart, watch connecting flights, and be sure your planes are giving you a good rating. Additionally,
sometimes the biggest planes aren't the best for certain routes. Sometimes multiple small planes will net you a larger sum of
cash.

There is no tutorial worthy of mentioning. So you will be dropped into a game unsure how its components interact and unsure
what the point of it all is. There is however an actual strategy to the game once you discover it.. I think the game has a good
premise for a story and the mechanic is an old and fun one but the way the game currently controls and how janky it plays
makes the game frustrating more than fun.

I dont know if this is exclusivly me but the issues i had were:
1. Unresponisve controls. (sometimes it changes colors when you want it to sometimes it wont.)
2. Akward camera. ( hard to see what is coming up sometimes and thats important in a game where you need to know whats
going to happen in 2 seconds.)
3. level select glitch. (might have been exclusive to me but for every level i had to enter the world level selector then leave and
re enter it every single time.)
4. very slow "fast-pasted" action. ( Since the controls are as funky as they are the levels feel more like a drag rather than the
smooth and quick pace i presume the designer is going for.)

So currently not worth getting maybe if things get patched it might be worth the buy but otherwise boring and irritating
platformer as is.. Project Earth, developed by Vadim Alekseevich and released on Dec 18, 2017 for the PC platform. According
to Metacritic (www.metacritic.com\/game\/pc\/project-earth), it has no reviews at all - as of this writing.

While the game description tries to give off a sci-fi "conspiracy theory" element to the background of this game, it just doesn't
connect well at all. Once the game is loaded, you find yourself blowing up every vehicles on the screen. With no apparent
reasons. Will PE satisfy consumers who are familiar with bullet-hell\/space craft battles\/shoot-em-up type of games? Not
wanting to sound too harsh but I feel the product lacks depth and innovation to satisfy consumer.

What is PE about?
Project Earth, PE in short is a 2D, horizontal, shoot-em-up game. You control this large looking spaceship and battle across 10
levels against what looks like earth's combat vehicles; tanks, anti-aircraft tanks, land to air anti missile tanks, jets, helicopters
and a bunch of other vehicles. Your goal is to survive the onslaught. period.

Controls, Audio, Visuals
Controls is a combination of keyboard and mouse. Nothing fancy here, wasd for movement keys, Q and E keys are for special
attacks and mouse for aiming and firing.

Audio wise, nothing spectacular nor dull. Basic firing and explosion sounds.

Visually, apart from the spaceship which looks nearly like a 3D air craft, everything else from background to enemy vehicles
are in plain 2d, solid color. The background has gradient color, with a lighter shade of black\/gray for the
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trees\/objects\/building and the rest of the vehicles: black. I remember the final stage@level 10, the background of the sky has
pixelated clouds. =\/
To say "I didn't expect much" from this product, would be a little less deserving \/ lame excuse. I sincerely hope the devs will
update the background images with a higer res version of image.
The vehicle explosion is 3D looking..so in a way it is a little odd at first when you have explosion that looked realistic with 2D
flat black vehicles.

Mechanics:
PE does give consumer the option to upgrade the spaceship; health, shields, basic cannon weapon, Air wave, land bombardment
and blink@teleportation.

Very simple upgrade idea - which cost money. Money comes from destroying vehicles.

The gameplay pace is slightly fast. Anything slower and this would've killed the adrenaline rush and ended up being a "tame" shoot-
em-up version product. It is FUN momentarily when you try to dodge all those freaking missiles\/bullets while attempting to blow
everything up with your lasers. but that's just it.

There is 1 bug in the game where upon completion of a level, the menu "next\/exit" does not appear. This has been reported in the
forums and I hope the dev's will look into it. Aside from that, the game runs perfectly well.

My Summary:
I personally bought PE for steam achievement purpose. It's not a difficult product and I feel this would be suitable for young
children. It is a very short game: 10 levels of blowing things up. No story whatsoever. For more matured gamers\/consumer
expecting something more? You would've felt let down as there is no innovation at all. I don't think this product is bad or poorly
designed. It certainly isn't fair to be called a "garbage". As an indie company, starting up a product on a small focus scale is
definitely the right decision however PE leaves consumer with a bland taste. Maybe because we kept doing the same thing over and
over again for 10 levels, we expected something different\/more. That was the disappointment aspect of the product.

How would I improve the state of the product? I would:

allow consumer to further customize their spaceship:
Constitution: More armour makes it move slower.
Higher Shields: Takes up more power.
Adding booster: Makes the ship move\/maneuver better but takes up more power.
Weapon types: Extend the type of weapons for the ship but limited slots.
and etc.

Story\/narrator
I would include a simple animation explaining the scenario and guiding consumer from level to level.

Vehicle design\/level re-design
I definitely would re-arrange the vehicles based on the levels and not mash them all up across all levels. There's got to be a
strategy which the military would deploy. Right?

As for levels, I may include obstacles terrain which consumer has to navigate through or a city fight\/air port fight\/sea
fight. Something different than just barren land.

Mini-boss\/Boss battles.
Something to challenge consumer for progression and to reward\/collect parts for the ship. This is where you will force user
to redesign their ship\/use different tactics to beat the boss ships.
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So my final verdict, on the scale of 0 - 10, my personal rating for Project Earth is a rather disappointing futuristic weapon
that's only worth 4\/10. Even retro Pacific Wing can offer so much more excitement. Until the base version of the product
gets improvement in it's gameplay aspect(s), this title is not only short-lived but can be discarded because it holds no
significant value\/replayability value to consumer.

[edit1#: formatting typo]. Solid Tower Defense game! Reminds me of the TDs i used to play when i was a kid. Graphics
are cartoony but nice. Difficulty is quite challenging. I will continue playing to discover more. Needs a horror tag, their
crazy faces scared me so bad I had to cover up half the screen
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